Community Campaign Resource

COTA Event Pages
If you are planning a COTA fundraiser in
honor of your COTA patient, consider
setting up an Event Page. For instance, a
COTA community campaign that wants to
accept online registrations and have access
to contributor information for reservations,
head counts, etc. (for instance, a 5K)
would find an Event Page helpful. A
COTA Event Page is also helpful for
community campaigns that want to track
any kind of fundraising separately from
the general campaign donations for a short
duration, like for private dollar matching,
team competitions for fundraising or viral
fundraising efforts.

Advantages of a COTA Event Page:
1. A separate goal and goal
thermometer can be used for the
specific event. However, you can
choose to not display a goal at all
and just show ‘Dollars raised so far.’ There is also a
variety of goal thermometers to choose from to brand
your event.
2. The event administrator has full and immediate access
to the information and can manually disable the page at
any time when the event is sold out.
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3. COTA Event Pages can be reused
for multiple events. Donation
amounts can be reset and the event
detail can be changed for each
event.
4. Event registrants’ names and
comments can be displayed or
hidden on the page. Registration
details (like T-shirt sizes or
multiple participants per entry) can be collected and well wishes can be displayed.

General Procedures and Considerations:
1. Notify COTA that you want to start an Event Page. A name for the Event Page will
become part of the URL web address. Provide us with contact information for the Event
Chairman or whomever will be the administrator of the page. They will be provided login
credentials and be the main contact for COTA staff to help maintain the page.
2. Each COTA Event Page has its own goal and thermometer that is separate from the larger
campaign goal. The event goal does not affect the main campaign goal and event
proceeds will not show up on the main campaign donation page until the event is over
and COTA makes a one-time transfer of funds from the Event Page to the general
campaign website. At the time of the transfer, the thermometer will rise accordingly on
the main campaign page. The thermometer on the event page will keep the event total,
but for future events those donations can be hidden by selecting the cutoff date for
displaying (see Advantage #4 above).
3. Event pages need to comply with the same guidelines as any other campaign promotion,
so be sure to send text to CampaignInfo@cota.org for review before sharing the COTA
Event Page with others.
If you have any questions or need assistance, email CampaignInfo@cota.org.
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